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Questions 1-8 .Read the passages and answer the questions below carries one
score

You must be careful. This disease is most contagious. I am not afraid. Doctor
Sahib Together,Hassan and I sponged the patients with permanganate
solution, administered to each man a strong antipyretic,hung sheets soaked
in disinfectant round shelter and setup within this little secret area , a cooking
stove where liquids  could be heated and simple meals prepared.

1. ‘Together Hassan and I sponged patients’… who is the “ I ” mentioned
here?  2. How do the Dr. and Hassan attend to the patients?
3. Which disease is referred to here?
4. Identify the synonym for the word ‘transmittable’ from the

passage.?   The garlands wither on your brow;

Then boast no more mighty deeds!
Upon Death purple alter now
See where the victor-victim bleeds,

5. Identify the poem .
6. What thing makes “everyman leveler”
7. Identify the figure of speech in “see where the victor-victim
bleeds”  8. What does “Alter'' refer to?
9. Fill in the blanks suitably

“If you ……(a)……….,you will succeed”. His words really ignited the boy’s
mind   and he said,”If I had not attended the meeting, I ……(b)……

10. Edit the passage 2 Marks   The delicious odors of the soil raised towards us,
the smell of hay, of flowers,of   the moist,verdant earth,perfumes the air.
Questions 11- 16 Answer any five of the following . Each question carries 4

Marks   5 x 4 = 20  11. Write any 3 do’s and don'ts during a disaster.
12. According to the chekov, “Money,like ,vodka plays queen tricks with a man”.

How is this statement relevant in the present day world.? Prepare a
paragraph on the   topic.

13. Maggie met the hotel receptionist after Gupta went to India. Prepare a
conversation   between Maggie and the receptionist.



14. Your class is conducting a debate on the topic ‘Technology keeps our
society  Alive.’Prepare four points against the given statement.

15.Elaborate the idea in the following lines.
Without thee what's all the mornings wealth?
Come, blessed barrier between day and day ,
Dear mother of fresh thoughts and joyous
health!  16.Study the poster given below

WALK YOURSELF

OUT OF YOUR BAD MOOD
STUDIES SHOW THAT EVEN A
10  MINUTES WALK!
IMMEDIATELY BOOSTS,
BRAIN CHEMISTRY
TO INCREASE, HAPPINESS

Now write your reflections on the idea conveyed through this poster on
the  basis of your reading the essay ‘Going out for a walk’

Questions 17- 21 Answer any five of the following . Each question carries 5

Marks   4x 5 = 20

17.Prepare a profile of Stephen Hawking from the hints given
below.  Born-8th Jan 1942,Oxford,UK Parents – Frank and
Isabel Hawking.

His education begins-at St. Albans schools from Hertfordshire

He took (BA) Oxford PhD (Cambridge)

His fields of research- The General relativity, Quantum gravity

In his early age he is health/challenge-Contracted amyotrophic

Lateral sclerosis in 1960 profession- Is the professor of



gravitational  His works are – A brief history of Time (1988)

Superspace and supergravity (1981)

The very early Universe (1983)

The universe is a nutshell (2001)etc.

Awards and Honors – Copely Medal (2006)

Presidential Medal of Freedom(2009)

Children _ Timothy Hawking,Lucy Hawking,Robert Hawking.

Spouse-Jane Hawking,Flain Mason

Died – 14th March,2018,Cambridge,UK
18.You are the reporter of a local television channel. You are asked to be

present at the   island of Kadavu,to give a live report of the ritual calling
turtils.Draft the live   report.

19.“He was floating on it and around him his family was streaming,praising
him,and their beaks were offering him scraps of dog fish. He had made his
first flight.”Do you have any such experience in your life? Write in a
paragraph.
(Hints- A challenge in your in your life – hardships – support from others –
Your  feelings – Success)

20. Prepare a character sketch of Hasan
21.Technology is a blessing. But today’s young generation is too much

addicted to technology. It’s high time we sensitize the young generation
about the negative impact of technology. Write a letter to the editor to
communicate your views to  the public.
(Hints : addiction – time consuming – degeneration of values)

Questions 22- 24 Answer any two questions . Each carries 6 Marks (2 x 6
= 20)  22.Imagine that, a new job for Maggie. Prepare an email.
23.You happened to meet Mappussant, the writer of ‘Le Horla’. As the editor

of the school magazine, you got a chance to interview him prepare a
questionnaire and  the likely responses (At Least 6 exchanges)

24.The boy who raised the question in ‘I will Fly’ discovers a new path in life
after his encounter with APJ Abdul Kalam. He writes a letter his friend
describing the impact of Kalam’s words on him and the changes that have
come in his character to draft the letter for the boy.

Questions 22- 24 Answer any two questions . Each carries 6 Marks (2 x 8
=16)  25. Imagine that you are a school leader. In connection with the Gandhi
Jayanthi  celebration, you are asked to present a speech on the topic of



Mahatma Gandhi  and his thoughts.
Hints : Simplicity,strength of personality,power of thoughts – dreams about

India  26. As part of your school tour programme, you visited some tourist
centers in India.  Prepare a travel essay based on the tour.
27.Red the poem given below and write a critical appreciation

of it.  Natural Disasters ? By Sandra Feldman.
The Angry sea
Bites the beach
Hurricanes,crzy winds
Rains of mertal reach,
It’s a of nature wants
To wipe all away,
Cleanse what we have soiled,
Sheltering all rules of decency
Are we being punished for one
fine?  For the disrespect for their
earth  The disrespect to human
feelings  Who was say?
All we know is that our
behavior  does not give Hope
much to say.
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